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Debris Flows and
Shallow Landslides

Piling into
Biomass Plants

Tentatively Identified
Compounds (TICs)

The flexible solutions that
are available to help prevent
them

Yallem Ltd discuss their
latest project situated in
Dorset

TerraTek explain what TICs
are and why you should be
asking for them
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GEOTECHNICAL COURSES
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SOIL DESCRIPTION WORKSHOP - £275 + VAT
@Equipe Oﬃces, Banbury
26th January 2017
1st March 2017
6th April 2017

SOLD OUT

EXTRA DATE TBC
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ROCK DESCRIPTION WORKSHOP - £275 + VAT
@Equipe Oﬃces, Banbury

2nd February 2017
6th April 2017

GEOTECHNICAL LABORATORY
TESTING AWARENESS - £225 + VAT
@Brunel University, London

2017

15

Supported by

24th May 2017
4th October 2017

A survey of the UK ground investigation industry was conducted in
July and August 2016. The results are being assessed by the joint AGS

subsequently. This notice gives initial feedback on the Survey.

19

Yallem Piles into Dorset Biomass Plant
Providing the third entry into this month’s issue of theGeotechnica
are first-time contributors Yallem. In their debut article, Yallem
reveal details of their latest piling project at a Dorset-based Biomass
Plant, featuring spacial challenges and variable ground conditions.

BOOK ONLINE NOW @
WWW.EQUIPEGROUP.COM

23

Tentatively Identified Compounds (TICs)
explained and why ask for them?
Providing the final article for Issue 55 of theGeotechnica is David
Bowen of Terra Tek. David is a Senior Chemistry Supervisor at Terra

To book your place, please contact
Equipe Training:

info@equipegroup.com
www.equipegroup.com
+44 (0)1295 670990
+44 (0)1295 678232
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AGS & BDA Task Force Provide Initial Survey Feedback

Opportunities for comment and further discussion will be provided

IN SITU TESTING - £225 + VAT
@Brunel University, London
FIELD INSTRUMENTATION &
MONITORING - £225 + VAT
@Brunel University, London

Project Manager at Geobrugg AG. In this excellent case study, Tony

and BDA Task Force, and will be published over the next few months.

FROM THE UK’S
LEADING GEOTECHNICAL
TRAINING PROVIDER

9th February 2017
9th June 2017

8th February 2017
25th May 2017

Providing this month’s first article for theGeotechnica is Tony Bailey,
discusses flexible solutions for debris flows and shallow landslides.

2nd March 2017
10th May 2017
27th July 2017

GEOTECHNICAL FOUNDATION DESIGN - £225 + VAT
@Equipe Oﬃces, Banbury

Flexible Solutions for Debris Flows and Shallow Landslides

Other courses are available. Please visit
our website for more details.

Tek’s Birmingham Laboratory. In this in-depth article David focuses
on Tentatively Identified Compounds, explaining exactly what they
are, how you test for them and what happens if you find them.

29
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EQUIPE TRAINING

Health and Safety Courses
DELIVERED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

Welcome to the 55th Edition of theGeotechnica
- the UK’s fastest growing online geotechnically
focussed e-magazine.

IOSH Safe Supervision of Geotechnical Sites

This three day geotechnically focussed health and safety course has been developed by industry
specialists and is a unique course for managers and supervisors involved in projects in the drilling
and geotechnical industry. The course is certiﬁed by IOSH and has been approved by The
Environment Agency, Thames Water, AGS and BDA and also meets all of the requirements of the
UKCG (formerly the Main Contractor's Group).

NEXT COURSE DATES:

11 - 13 January 2017 SOLD OUT
15 - 17 February 2017

IOSH Avoiding Danger from Underground Services

This one day geotechnically focussed health and safety course follows the requirements and
guidance set out within HSG47 and includes the four chapters; identifying and managing the
dangers; planning the work; detecting, identifying and marking and safe excavation. Important
aspects include the use of real examples from the geotechnical industry and delivery by chartered
advisors who are from within the industry.

NEXT COURSE DATES:

20th January 2017 SOLD OUT
24th February 2017

IOSH Working Safely (on Geotechnical Sites)

This one day geotechnically focussed health and safety course has been developed by industry
specialists as a foundation to site safety for all personnel involved in projects in the drilling and
geotechnical industry. Its aim is to impart the core safety skills required of those working on
geotechnical sites by building on their existing specialist technical skills and making it relevant to
their place of work.

NEXT COURSE DATES:

23rd February 2017
4th May 2017

For more information, contact Equipe Training:
info@equipegroup.com
www.equipegroup.com
+44 (0)1295 670990
+44 (0)1295 678232
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Welcome

Equipe Group
@EquipeGroup
EquipeGroup

Providing this month’s first article is Tony
Bailey, Project Manager at Geobrugg AG.
In this excellent case study, Tony discusses
flexible solutions for one of the most common
issues raised due to increasingly poor weather
conditions in the winter months in the UK debris flows and shallow landslides.
A survey of the UK ground investigation industry
was conducted in July and August 2016. The
results are being assessed by the joint AGS and
BDA Task Force, and will be published over the
next few months. Opportunities for comment
and further discussion will be provided
subsequently. The second entry into this
month’s issue of theGeotechnica is also our
cover article, and it is a notice which provides
initial feedback on the Survey.

Editorial Team here at theGeotechnica will
be on the lookout for even more new, original
and interesting content from all corners of the
sector, and would actively encourage all readers
to come forward with any appropriate and
relevant content - whether it be a small news
item or a detailed case study of works recently
completed or being undertaken. If this content
The third entry into this month’s issue comes is media rich and interactive, then all the better.
courtesy of first-time contributors Yallem. In We are looking to increase the already large
their debut article, Yallem reveal details of their readership of the magazine through better
latest piling project at a Dorset-based Biomass social media integration and promotion, as well
Plant, featuring spacial challenges and variable as improving content month on month.
ground conditions.
Finally, for any content that is submitted we will
Providing the final article for Issue 55 of ensure that an advertising space, proportionate
theGeotechnica is David Bowen of Terra Tek. to the quality of content provided, is reserved
David is a Senior Chemistry Supervisor at Terra should you wish to place an advert in that single
Tek’s Birmingham Laboratory. In this in-depth edition of the magazine. We hope you enjoy
article David focuses on Tentatively Identified this month’s edition of the magazine and are
Compounds, explaining exactly what they are, inspired to contribute your own content for the
how you test for them and what happens if you coming editions of theGeotechnica.
find them.
Editorial Team,
As with every new edition of the magazine, the theGeotechnica
6

CPD Approved Courses for
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Soil Description Workshop - £275 + VAT per person

Got the theory but missing the practice?
On-the-ground practical training for
aspiring geo-professionals
The Geotechnical Academy is a partnership between
Geotechnical Engineering Ltd & Equipe Training, providing a
unique, good value, high quality vocational geotechnical CPD
and training to propel bright engineers through professional
hoops and hurdles.

◊◊◊ Enlisting Now ◊◊◊
Interested or know someone who might be?

Contact us on: 01452 527743
Or visit our website: www.geotechnicalacademy.co.uk
◊ Peer support ◊ Mentoring ◊ Debate & Discussion ◊ Demonstrations ◊ Knowledge
Transfer ◊ Confidence Building ◊ 8 sessions per group throughout the year

This one day geotechnical training course is delivered by the UK's leading Soil and Rock
Description expert, Professor David Norbury, and will bring delegates up to speed on
the changes within the Standards and provide a detailed approach to soil description
practices and techniques. The British Standards (Codes) under which investigations in
the UK have been carried out continue to incorporate and mirror the European
Standards. UK practice has changed to meet these new requirements and practitioners
will learn about them and how to follow compliant soil logging techniques within this
course.

Rock Description Workshop - £275 + VAT per person

From 2007 new European Standards have started replacing the British Standards
(Codes) under which investigations in the UK have been carried out. UK working
practice will have to change to meet these new requirements but few practitioners are
aware of the changes or the timetable. The workshop will comprise a series of lectures
on the changes, and lectures on rock description followed by practical sessions
describing rock and compiling mechanical logs of rock core.

In Situ Testing - £225 + VAT per person

The course will cover both the theory and the practice of various In Situ Testing
techniques used on typical geotechnical projects. In addition the courses will consider
the eﬀect that Eurocodes will have on the UK's current practice. This course provides
an overview of in situ tests used in common practice and some of the more specialist
tests together with their advantages and limitations.

Geotechnical Foundation Design - £225 + VAT per person

This one day course will provide a general overview of foundation design. It will include
an assessment of the use and choice of shallow foundations and piles. It will cover the
derivation of bearing capacity formula and their use. Exercises will be carried out to
calculate the working loads and settlement of simple foundations. The methods used
to calculate these will be in accordance with those described in Eurocode.

IOSH Working Safely (on Geotechnical Sites) - £175 + VAT per person

This one day course is developed by industry specialists within RPA Safety Services and
Equipe Training as a foundation to site safety. Its aim is to impart the core safety skills
required of those working on geotechnical sites by building on their existing specialist
technical skills. After attending the course, candidates should be able to identify
hazards on site, understand basic safety legislation, participate fully and conﬁdently in
site safety consultation and manage priority risks to a suﬃcient standard.

IOSH Avoiding Danger from Underground Services - £150 + VAT per person

Partnering with RPA Safety Services once again, Equipe provide another IOSH certiﬁed
health and safety course. This one day course is aimed at anybody involved in
specifying, instructing, managing, supervising or actually breaking ground and really
addresses the problems and risks related to underground services, which may be
encountered during both planning and execution of geotechnical projects.

IOSH Safe Supervision of Geotechnical Sites - £450 + VAT per person

Equipe has partnered with RPA Safety Services, an independent occupational health
and safety specialist, to provide a unique IOSH certiﬁed course for the Drilling and
Geotechnics industry. This three day course is certiﬁed by IOSH, is speciﬁcally focussed
on the geotechnical industry and provides a totally unique and relevant Health and
Safety course for managers and supervisors.

www.geotechnicalacademy.co.uk
www.equipegroup.com
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A VX debris flow barrier protecting a culvert.

Filled SL150 Shallow Landslide barrier having successfully stopped a landslide.

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS FOR DEBRIS
FLOWS AND SHALLOW LANDSLIDES

Providing this month’s first article for theGeotechnica is Tony
Bailey, Project Manager at Geobrugg AG. In this excellent case
study, Tony discusses flexible solutions for debris flows and
shallow landslides.
Recent years have seen both
an increase in the number and
severity of winter storms, last
year saw 11 named storms
hit the UK.
This trend is
forecast to continue, leading
to increasingly wetter winters.
There are two main natural
hazards that are closely
associated with heavy rain
from storms: Debris flows and
shallow landslides.
9

Debris flows are channelised
flows with a relatively high
velocity up to 10 m/s and
the potential to carry huge
volumes of debris down the
channel, dependant on the size
of the catchment area. After
periods of rainfall the ground
is saturated, depending on
the drainage capacity of the
ground a debris flow can occur
within a very short period of

“Recent winters
have led many
asset owners
to re-evaluate
the capacity of
their culverts.”

time following the start of
rainfall. For debris flows the
intensity and duration of the
rainfall are key indicators of
the likely severity of the event,
the higher the volume of water
the more debris can be carried

down slope. This is important
for understanding the process
and for the design of protection
measures.
Due to their channelised nature
debris flows usually occur
within known stream valleys.
These streams are traditionally
routed under infrastructure via
culverts. The storms of recent
winters have however led many
asset owners to re-evaluate the
capacity of their culverts, many
of which were put in place
several decades ago based on
rainfall averages that do not
take into account the volume
and intensity of rainfall from
recent storms.

“...high velocity
flows carry large
volumes of material
and have a highly
erosive effect on
the channel banks.”

existing culverts. The first is
that high velocity flows carry
large volumes of material and
have a highly erosive effect on
the channel banks. This can
lead to bank erosion above
and below the asset. Erosion
from above adds more debris
to the flow, however more
significantly bank erosion can
There are two major hazards to lead to a change in location of
be considered when evaluating the channel directing the flow
away from the existing culvert.

Erosion of the channel below
the asset can have serious
consequences if the erosion
leads to the undermining of
the asset.
With normal stream flows or in
light rain water easily passes
through the culvert, however
in a large storm if the stream
becomes a debris flow which
carries large volumes of soil,
rocks and vegetation down
the channel, these quickly
block the culvert and lead to
an over spilling of the debris
on to the asset. In the case
of a rail line or road this leads
to a closure until the debris
can be cleared and the culvert
can be unblocked. The short
intervals between storms last
winter, six in November
10

SL150 Shallow Landslide barrier deployed to protect the railway from further landslides.

and December, made the task for this reason that every
of safely emptying before the barriers can be considered a
bespoke solution. Engineers
next event very difficult.
of Switzerland based safety
While a stream will need to be experts from Geobrugg are
routed under an asset, there on hand to offer advice on the
is a solution that will protect best type, arrangement and
the culvert from being blocked specification of the barrier.
by debris. Flexible debris flow Because a one size fits all
barriers installed upstream approach is not suitable.
of the barrier allow water to
pass unobstructed through the “Ring nets provide
barrier but hold back the debris
therefore protecting the culvert the optimum
and the infrastructure. Once combination
debris has accumulated in the
barrier, the debris acts as an of stability and
energy absorber slowing the flexibility.”
water and therefore helping to
reduce bank erosion below the
The Geobrugg range of debris
barrier.
flow barriers are constructed
Every channel is unique in using
ROCCO
ring
nets,
cross section, geology, volume made from high-tensile steel
capacity and potential for wire. The ring nets provide
debris accumulation.
It is the optimum combination
11

of stability to stop a flow
and the flexibility to enable
the continued flow of water.
Energy is dissipated through
the use of brake rings. These
are anchored using spiral rope
anchors designed to bend
to a certain degree without
reduction of load capacity.

supervision. Those protection
systems can be designed for
high volumes to accommodate
multiple
filling
events,
minimizing the number of times
it needs to be emptied over the
winter. Or if space is limited
can be stacked with multiple
barriers in a valley providing
extra capacity.
Following a
filling event the barrier can be
quickly assessed for remaining
capacity or damage. As the
parts are standard across all
barriers replacements can be
quickly sourced and mobilised
to site.
Shallow landslides are typically
near surface slides occurring
where an impermeable soil,
in the UK typically boulder
clay, sits atop an impermeable
rock. These are far harder

“Shallow Landslides
are far harder
to forecast.”
to forecast as the path and
volume of materials involved
are very dependent on the
slope conditions and the
underlying geology. The typical
mechanism involves water
reaching the interface between
the soil and rock, lubricating
the sliding plane, leading to a
shallow landslide.

An often deployed temporary
solution is gabion baskets,
these have the benefit of
allowing
some
dissipation
of water. However they are
still a static structure and are
Where a shallow landslide
not strong enough to reliably
impacts
on
infrastructure
withstand the dynamic forces
significant damage is done,
of a shallow landslide impact.
often requiring an extended
closure to repair the damage. A solution combining most
Traditional
protection advantages are the Geobrugg
measures have included driven flexible landslide barriers:

We drill boreholes, waterwells and install soakaways.
We can work over water and in restricted access sites.
We supply and hire a variation of drilling rigs including Dando 3000
and cut-down rigs throughout the UK and Continental Europe.
We supply and hire large casing and tooling as well as grout trailers.
Plus much, much more.

All
barriers
are
fully
customisable with options
available for differently shaped
valleys,
different
barrier
heights and different expected
loads. Geobrugg high-tensile
steel wire nets gives high
strength with low weight. This
makes the barriers both easy
to transport and very quick
and easy to install, even in the
toughest of terrain.
Barriers from Geobrugg have
been field tested in real world
conditions
with
external

steel pile walls to hold back the
landslide, piled solutions hold
back both the soil and water so
need to be designed for very
high impact loads. The major
disadvantage is that installation
is costly and time-consuming,
especially as landslides occur
on steep slopes often away
from easy access.

Any borehole. Any depth.
Anytime. Anywhere.
Contact us for more information or to
enquire about our services:
T:

01733 200501

M:

07969 715655

E:

boreholesolutions@gmail.com

Borehole Solutions Ltd HQ
25 Aaron Road
Whittlesey
Peterborough
PE7
12 2EX

A VX barrier (bottom) and UX barrier (above) deployed to provide maximum capacity within a narrowing channel.

T H E U K ’ S L A RG E S T G E OT E CH NI CA L CONFE RE NCE & E X HI BITI ON

GOLD SPONSORS

“Their construction
from high-tensile
steel wire mesh
gives the flexibility
for rapid dissipation
of the initial
impact energy...”

engineers are available to assist
with the design and to find the
best solution for the situation
on site. As with the debris flow
solutions, the landslide barrier
is easy to asses for remaining
capacity and any damage
caused by a filling event. The
components are designed to
The system is easily adaptable be lightweight and easy to
at design stage and can be transport and install.
customised to suit the terrain
Their
construction
from along the slope. The Swiss Geobrugg barriers have been
high-tensile steel wire mesh safety experts are able to field tested in 1:1 conditions
different
height and are the only barriers to hold
gives the flexibility for rapid produce
systems. In addition Geobrugg the CE marking for landslide
13

dissipation
of
the
initial
impact energy while providing
maximum strength to hold
the high static loads after the
event. The open mesh allows
for rapid dissipation of water
but retains all of the coarse
material.

barriers. They have also been
tested for rock fall impacts
with a minimum energy
absorption capacity of 500 kJ,
as the two hazards are often
closely associated. The shallow
landslide protection system
has been proven to be effective
in the UK: In December 2015 a
barrier on the A83 in Scotland
successfully caught and held
back a large landslide during
storm Desmond, the road
stayed open and sustained no
damage.

EXHIBITIONS
PRODUCTS
SERVICES
DEMONSTRATIONS
INNOVATIONS
PRESENTATIONS
NETWORKING

12-13 JULY 2017
BOOK ONLINE NOW!
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The BDA is a not for profit organisation, committed to improving standards in health &Celebrating
safety, quality of40 years
workmanship and technical standards for the benefit of the Drilling Industry and its Clients
1976 - 2016

Are your drilling staff up to speed with the latest industry developments? Would you like
them to be safer and better informed about new technology and techniques to improve
productivity?

Registration (Bacon Rolls) 10.30am - Speakers 11am – 3.15pm

Training and NVQ’s Developments for a Career in Drilling
Peter Redford – Past BDA Chairman

Digital Borehole Logs, The Future

AGS & BDA TASK FORCE PROVIDE

INITIAL SURVEY FEEDBACK
A survey of the UK ground investigation industry was conducted in
July and August 2016.
The results are being assessed by the joint AGS and BDA Task Force,
and will be published over the next few months. Opportunities for
comment and further discussion will be provided subsequently.
This notice gives initial feedback on the Survey.
The Survey attracted 585
responses
from
across
the
industry,
which
is
very encouraging for such
an
exercise.
There
was
considerable diversity within
the population. Interestingly,
fewer
than
half
the
respondents were members of
either Association.
In
15

addition

to

answering

“The Survey
attracted 585
responses from
across the industry,
which is very
encouraging for
such an exercise.”

the quantitative questions,
respondents
were
very
generous with their comments
and suggestions on how the
industry could be improved.
•
•

60%
of
respondents
reported that they had a
good working knowledge
of the relevant Technical
Standards for the industry
(EC7). This implies that 40%

do not!
70%
of
respondents
reported that they always
or usually applied the
Technical Standards in their
work (and had the authority
to do so). This implies that
30% do not!

Keith Spires – Equipe Group

A Driller’s Focus on Health & Safety
Jon Christie – Chairman, BDA Safety Committee

Lunch (Provided)

Drilling Bit Technology
Chris White – Rockbit Ltd

Drilling Mud Technology
Mike Massey – Clear Solutions Ltd

What is the Audit Scheme and Why Do We Need it?
Peter Redford, Past BDA Chairman

Price per Person: £50 BDA Member Company £70 Non Members (Audited drillers get a £10 discount)
Including Bacon Roll on Arrival & 2 Course Lunch & Refreshments
Spaces are limited to 25 delegates so please book early to avoid disappointment
To book online please visit our website http://www.britishdrillingassociation.co.uk/Events
or contact the BDA Office - office@britishdrilligassociation.co.uk or 01773 778751

CPD certificates are available upon request
The BDA is a not for profit organisation, committed to improving standards in health & safety, quality of
workmanship and technical standards for the benefit of the Drilling Industry and its Clients
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“80% of
respondents
thought that
procurement
decisions based on
cost discouraged
adherence to
the Technical
Standards.”
•

•

based on cost discouraged •
adherence to the Technical
Standards.
•

•

75% of respondents had a •
good working knowledge
of the relevant Health
and Safety legislation for
the industry (and had the
authority to apply it). This
implies that 25% do not!
80% of respondents thought
that procurement decisions

55% of respondents thought
that Technical Standards
are not rigorously enforced,
and that people are not
honest/open about how
much they adhere to the
Standards.
50% of respondents thought
that there was a skills
shortage in the industry.
35% of respondents thought
that some practices in the
UK ground investigation
industry were no longer
‘fit for purpose’. Only 20%
disagreed; the remainder
were neutral. Particular
practices
were
clearly
targeted ahead of others.

Respondents
thought
that the 5 most important
challenges
facing
the
industry were:
o Availability of suitably
qualified people
o Raising the understanding
of those involved in the
procurement process
o Attracting young recruits
to the industry
o Improving the image of
the industry
o Encouraging innovation

There is a lot more detail to
analyse.
Further results will be revealed
and discussed in depth in early
2017.

SUB-CONTRACTORS
DRILLING COMPLIANCE

PACKAGE DEAL

BDA Audit £390 + VAT
BDA Membership £350 + VAT
LOLER / PUWER Inspection (1 Rig + Accompanying Lifting Gear) £75 + VAT
SPT Calibration (1 Hammer/Dynamic Sampling Rig) £100 + VAT
Advert in theGeotechnica Directory for 12 Months (10 Issues) £380 + VAT

ALL FOR JUST £700 + VAT

KeyLogbook®
digital logging solution

BOREHOLE AND TRIAL PIT LOGGING SOLUTION
KeyLogbook® revolutionises the way site data is captured, recorded and
transmitted. Drillers and engineers no longer need to keep re-entering the same
data repetitively. You will therefore reduce errors and make the whole process
simpler, faster, smarter, greener and more eﬃcient. The system records all site
data at source and transmits it directly from site, saving time and money from the
outset.
- Revolutionises the way site data is Accurate ﬁnancial control
captured, recorded and transmitted Quicker, more eﬃcient turnaround
- Conﬁdence that all data is complete
of logs and data
- AGS Data available immediately
Easier to maintain chain of custody
NEW TRIAL PIT LOGGING FUNCTION

FULL PACKAGE AVAILABLE
FOR PURCHASE NOW
30 DAY FREE TRIAL AVAILABLE
FOR DOWNLOAD NOW

Full
Full Package
Package Price:
Price:

£3995 + VAT
Weekly
Weekly Lease
Lease Price:
Price:

£32 + VAT

More
More information?
information?

CONTACT US

PLUS! 20% discount on any other advertising in theGeotechnica
FREE subscription to theGeotechnica Industry Magazine

Interested in Land Drilling NVQs, multiple SPT Calibrations or multiple LOLER Inspections?
Get in touch for a quote!

For more information, contact Equipe Geosolutions:
info@equipegroup.com
www.equipegroup.com
+44 (0)1295 670990
+44 (0)1295 678232
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Equipe Group
@EquipeGroup
EquipeGroup
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“This project is
not without its
challenges, as
the trench has
to be dug within
the confines
of an existing
building, through
variable ground,
with restricted
headroom and
accessibility. “

YALLEM PILES INTO DORSET
BIOMASS PLANT

comprising 82 x 450mm SFA
piles, using their MC5D SFA
piling rig.
This project is not without its
challenges, as the trench has
to be dug within the confines
of an existing building, through
variable ground, with restricted
headroom and accessibility.

Providing the third entry into this month’s issue of theGeotechnica
are first-time contributors Yallem. In their debut article, Yallem
reveal details of their latest piling project at a Dorset-based
Biomass Plant, featuring spacial challenges and variable ground
conditions.

of the development of a waste
management and recycling
plant in Parley, Dorset, working
with main contractor Eco
Sustainable Solutions Ltd.

Yallem’s scope of works
Yallem, one of the UK’s fastest services contractors, has been form part of a much larger
growing piling and geotechnical awarded piling works as part project – the development of
19

a biomass Combined Heat
and Power Plant, which once
commissioned will be capable
of processing 10,000 tonnes
of compost woody oversize
and waste wood fuel a year,
generating power for the whole
site and sending some to the

national grid.
Yallem began work midSeptember, with completion
of piling works scheduled for
mid-October. During this time
Yallem will install a contiguous
retained pile wall, for the
Biomass ORC Unit trench,

Speaking about the project
Rob Mellay, Managing Director
of Yallem, commented: “The
challenging site conditions,
coupled with tight project
timescales,
will
further
demonstrate Yallem’s technical
competency in the piling sector,
the project is not without its
difficulties. We are delighted
to be expanding our portfolio
of UK-based projects in the
renewable energy sector and
our involvement in this project
further demonstrates our CFA
and SFA capabilities within the
UK piling sector”.

20

THE WORLD’S FIRST SENSOR-BASED

THE WORLD’S FIRST SENSOR-BASED ROTARY RIG GUARD

ROTARY RIG GUARD

Introducing Equipe Geosolutions’ latest
product innovation: SAFER G.
Primarily aimed at land based rotary
drilling rigs, SAFER G is a sensor-based
guarding system that allows for increased
access and productivity whilst operating
on site, removing the need for restrictive
and fully enclosing guarding systems.

THE BENEFITS OF SAFER G
Improves rig productivity.
Improves personnel protection.
Complies with all safety and
machinery legislation.
Complies with EN 16228 Parts 1 & 2.
Compatible with all rig types.
Creates a safer work environment.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Carries FULL
CE marking as a
safety device.

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION:
SALES@SAFER-G.COM
OR VISIT US ONLINE:
WWW.SAFER-G.COM
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TECHNICAL DETAILS & INFORMATION
•
•

•
•

•
•

SAFER G removes the need for gated type
guards by providing a safe-guarded zone.
SAFER G provides a safety zone between
0.5m from the ﬂoor to 1.8m from the ﬂoor
where operators cannot enter.
SAFER G cannot be easily bypassed or
disabled.
Integration of self-checking diagnostics
system which ensures the 'failure to safe'
mechanism is present at all times.
SAFER G can detect an object moving
anywhere within a safe-guarded zone.
Ability to diﬀerentiate between small
and large objects (muds, liquids and dust
particles vs. people).

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION:
SALES@SAFER-G.COM

OR VISIT US ONLINE:
WWW.SAFER-G.COM
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A Single Quadrapole Mass Spectrometer used to detect a TIC.

An example TIC report.

“A TIC is usually
an optional extra
when requesting an
analysis for Volatile
Organic Compounds
and /or SemiVolatile Organic
Compounds. “

TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED
COMPOUNDS (TICS) EXPLAINED
AND WHY ASK FOR THEM?
Providing the final article for Issue 55 of theGeotechnica is David
Bowen of Terra Tek. David is a Senior Chemistry Supervisor at
Terra Tek’s Birmingham Laboratory. In this in-depth article David
focuses on Tentatively Identified Compounds, explaining exactly
what they are, how you test for them and what happens if you
find them.

such as the UKWIR suite for
laying pipe work in Brownfield
sites,
also
require
nontarget Tentatively Identified
Compounds (TICs) as standard.

So, what is a TIC? How are they
detected? Why can this test be
Most routine analytical testing target list of compounds for
useful? And what does it mean
suites have a well established analysis. Some suites however,
if you find some?
23

analytical injection a whole
world of information beyond
the confines of the target list of
analytes could be available to
exploit.

“If some of these
contaminants
are likely to be
unconventional
and outside of the
scope of a target
analysis suite, TIC’s
could be used to
detect them...”

Therefore, if a non-target
compound is present, we can
search the NIST library to find
a highly likely, positive match –
tentatively identified, and give
a semi-quantitative estimated
concentration,
calculated
A TIC is usually an optional extra against its response and the
comparable
internal
when requesting an analysis for most
screening tests of VOCs and
Volatile Organic Compounds standard.
SVOCs. Examples include, and
(VOCs) and / or Semi-Volatile
“There are many
are not limited to the following:
Organic Compounds (SVOCs).
These tests are performed advantageous
When
conducting
bench
by GC/MS, and can cover up
studies as part of a preliminary
reasons for
to and beyond two hundred
risk
assessment,
the
target analytes. Target analytes requesting a TIC
historical use of the site and
are quantified and identified
associated potential sources
in addition to the
against a certified standard.
of contamination should be
standard screening assessed and identified. If
When
combining
these
some of these contaminants
methods, any compound which tests of VOCs
are likely to be unconventional
by nature is either volatile and SVOCs.”
and outside of the scope of a
or semi-volatile and can be
target analysis suite, TIC’s could
extracted, will be introduced
be used to detect them and
to the GC and subsequent There are many advantageous
hence, assist in characterising
MS detector. So, from a single reasons for requesting a TIC
in addition to the standard the site.
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A site to be investigated which may contain unconventional contaminants. Image courtesy of James Brown, DTS Raeburn.
Alternatively,
should
the
history of the site be unclear,
and the source of the potential
contaminant
unknown,
incorporating TICs here would
also be highly recommended.

“Even sites which
have a wellknown history
with obvious
contaminants
suspected, can
sometimes present
surprises.“
Even sites which have a wellknown history with obvious
contaminants suspected, can
sometimes present surprises.
An example could be a strange
unknown odour emitting from
25

a sample taken from an area of
the site. A TIC coupled to a VOC
test would help to identify what
this anomaly is.
Outside of the Environmental
sector, Chemists undertaking
experiments may wish to
identify gases emitted or
intermediate
compounds
produced during or after
chemical reaction processes.
Capturing these gases or
liquids, and analysing them
with the aid of TICs can assist
in understanding the reaction
mechanism of the experiment
and in evaluating findings.

“Some compounds
found by TICs are
naturally occurring
in the environment
rather than
anthropogenic.”

useful starting point to help
understand why they have
been
discovered.
Some
compounds found by TICs
are naturally occurring in
the
environment
rather
than anthropogenic. Other
compounds are bye-products
So, for site investigation of the analytical extraction
purposes, if a TIC was process, which should be
discovered, what would this recognised and removed by
the qualified analytical chemist
mean?
before reporting.
Using
literature
searches
of the tentatively identified Compounds of interest and/
compounds
found
is
a or of significance to an

QUALITY ASSURED SITE AND LABORATORY TESTING
AND GROUND INVESTIGATION SERVICES
• Earthworks Testing • Soils & Rock Testing • Aggregate Testing • Effective Stress
• Triaxial Permeability • Oedometer & Hydraulic Consolidation • Quick Triaxial • Ring Shear
• 60mm & 300mm Shear Box Classification, Compaction, MCV, CBR
• In-situ CBR • Plate Bearing • Nuclear Density • Nuclear Density Gauge Hire
• Geotechnical & Environmental Investigations • Chemical Contamination Analysis
www.terratek.co.uk
Airdrie 01236 747 949
|
Belfast 02890 328 576
Birmingham 0121 344 4838
|
Chesham 01494 810 136
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Underground storage tanks found at a site with limited historical information. Image
courtesy of James Brown, DTS Raeburn.

“Compounds of
interest and/or
of significance to
an environmental
assessment study,
which are identified
as a TIC and have
been assigned
an estimated
concentration,
could be added to
the target list of
compounds for that
particular site.”

estimated concentration, could
be added to the target list of
compounds for that particular
site.
In doing so, certified
standards of the compound
would need to be sort, and the
original analysis re-quantified
against this, to give a calculated
concentration to be reported.
In some cases, just the
identity of any unknowns or
unexpected substances found
on the site is of use, and the
need to accurately determine
the concentration may not be a
requirement.

Taking these examples into
consideration,
one
should
never
underestimate
the
usefulness of scheduling a TIC
coupled with a VOC and SVOC
environmental
assessment analysis suite when undertaking
study, which are identified as a environmental
assessment
TIC and have been assigned an
27

Unknown contaminants and tanks found on a site. Image courtesy of James Brown, DTS
Raeburn.

investigations. The analytical
screening power which this
provides, by identifying and
quantifying target compounds
and
tentatively
identifying
non-target compounds in a
single sample, is an exceptional
analytical tool, which is not
always
taken
advantage
of.
Conventional
and
unconventional contaminants
can be analysed for, confidence
that no undetected surprises
lurk on the site, and bespoke
site specific target analysis
suites could be developed
in response to a positive TIC
match for future testing.

EXPERIENCE • QUALITY • RELIABILITY
f r o m t h e U K ’s n e w e s t g r o u n d i n v e s t i g a t i o n s p e c i a l i s t

WE
CAN
HELP
HAVE AN ENQUIRY? CALL TODAY

TICs can be scheduled as an
additional option to Terra Tek’s
VOC and SVOC suites for soils,
waters, and leachates.

Chesterfield
•
•
•

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
GROUND INVESTIGATION
GEOTHERMAL INSTALLATIONS

•
•
•

•

Banbury

•

Bath

CONTAMINATION ASSESSMENTS
LAND APPRAISALS
GEOTECHNICAL DESIGN
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geophysics
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drilling contractors
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Borehole Solutions Ltd HQ
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geotechnical specialists
Soils Limited
Newton House
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site investigation
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Environmental Consultants

Phone 01737 814221
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Web www.soilslimited.co.uk
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Site Investigations, Consultancy and
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Concept Consultants
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